
Year group: R      Term: 2 and throughout year     Topic Title:  Celebrations  
  
Lesson  
Number  
  

Lesson question  Pupil Knowledge 

1   What is and why do we celebrate 
Remembrance Day? 

 Early Learning Goals: 1, 2, 6, 8, 13 and 14 
We teach it in the context of people who look after us and that we should be 
thankful to them. They make a collaged poppy to say thank you and we relate 
this to when they send birthday thank you letters to the people who give them 
gifts. 

2   Why do we celebrate Bonfire Night?  Early Learning Goals: 1, 2, 6, 8, 13 and 14 
Very brief explanation of who Guy Fawkes was and what he did but mainly 
focusing on the celebration, an explanation of the school bonfire night  

3   How has childhood changed? (in 
relation to toys and Christmas 

 Early Learning Goals: 1, 2, 6, 8, 13 and 14  
Look at pictures of toys from the past and compare them with the ones the 
children now have. The same with Christmas, show videos and pictures 
and discuss their celebrations and how they differ from the past. 

  
Year group:   R    Term: 1      Topic Title: Fairy Tales                   

  
Lesson  
Number  
  

Lesson question  Pupil Knowledge 

1   How has childhood changed? (in 
relation to clothes, houses schools 
etc  

 Early Learning Goals: 1, 2, 6, 8, 13 and 14 
Mainly comparing images or artefacts of the past compared with now. We get 
the children to order images on a timeline from oldest to most recent. An example 
of this T3W5 home learning. Power point of 7 houses beginning with round huts (link 
to Handa) right up to modern houses. We will discuss the feature (windows, doors 
etc) materials used (link to science) and gauge children opinions and ideas about 
the houses. The children will then time line the same pictures that are used in the 
power point and make their own house design in the form of a den. We use this 
format when dealing with each element. 



Year group:    R   Term:   6    Topic Title: Pirates                   
  
Lesson  
Number  
  

Lesson question  Pupil Knowledge 

1   How has the seaside changed, 
Similarities and differences? 

 Early Learning Goals: 1, 2, 6, 8, 13 and 14 
We will be looking at how we now use the beach compared to the past. What 
clothes we wear on the beach and the toys we have in the sea. We will look at 
some of the Magic Grandad videos for comparison. 

 


